
 

 

 

 

Artworks in Progress 
 

 

Albedo, by Jeremy Bolen 

A sculptural-video memorial to the 41 bodies that were never claimed, from among 700+ deaths 

resulting from the 1995 Chicago Heat Wave. While paying homage to those unnamed victims 

and serving as a reminder of the great dangers of global warming in Chicago and elsewhere, 

the sculpture also offers hope by incorporating simple, doable measures for reducing the 

severity of and adapting to our changing climate.  

 

 

[Name forthcoming], by Barbara Cooper 

Sculptures drawing attention to the fact that what we put into our water, earth, and air never 
really disappears.  It might be broken down, settle into sediment, become embedded into rock, 
or move out of sight. But it is still present in the ecosystem, affecting our health and 

environment.  

 

 

[Name forthcoming], by Hector Duarte 

A sculptural memorial to two murdered longtime activists and protectors of the forests where 

monarch butterflies overwinter in Michoacán, México. This interactive piece draws attention to 

the cultural significance of monarch butterflies to Michoacán, the impact of climate change on 

monarch populations, and the need to protect monarch habitat in Mexico, while encouraging 

and helping Chicago residents to restore monarchs’ summer breeding grounds in their own 

back yards.  

 

 

[Name forthcoming], by Rosemary Holliday Hall  

A sculptural video installation exploring the historic planning of the Chicago region. The piece 

will draw metaphorical connections between healthy ecosystems, urban systems, and the 

human body. A companion publication will highlight local research into nature-based 

approaches to building climate resilience.  

 

 

Taking Deep Breaths [tentative title], by N. Masani Landfair 

The artist’s personal account of the mental and physical health tolls of living in a home on 

Chicago’s South Side subjected to severe, chronic flooding – a manifestation of climate change 

in the Chicago area. Told primarily through a series of collages, the piece especially examines 

the insidiousness of mold in the artist’s home. Through interviews, a companion broadsheet will 

tell the flooding stories of other South Side residents.  

 

(More on next page) 



Chicago Rain, by Meredith Leich 

A fanciful series of watercolor paintings, both playful and grim, imagining the Chicago landscape 

altered by the heavier and more frequent rainstorms and snowstorms brought about by our 

changing climate. Drawing on local historical references, the paintings will tell a story of a city 

and residents’ lives inundated with water, as well an urban landscape imbued with water-

absorbing nature that provides relief.   

 

 

Parts-per-million (planetary aspirations), [working title] by Andrew S. Yang 

A visualization of 415 carbon dioxide molecules among one million air molecules, the current 

level of carbon dioxide in our atmosphere. Though an increase of only 135 parts per million over 

the past 200 years, this small change is radically transforming our climate through global 

warming. The piece also highlights that elevated carbon dioxide levels can also impact indoor 

air quality and, as a result, even human cognition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


